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The primary accomplishment of the laboratory research program described herein
has been the development of a practical prototype, large-area, continuous-spectrum,
multtenergy electron source to simulate the lower energy (_1 to 30 keY) portion of
the geosynchronous orbit electron environment. The results of future materials-
charging tests using this multlenergy source should significantly improve m_r under-
standing of actual in-orbit charging processes and should help to resolve some of
the descrepanc_.es between predicted and observed spacecraft materials _erform_nep.

_: BACKGROUND

i Complex interactions between a spacecraft and the surrounding space environment
, Can cause the deposition and redistribution of significant amounts of electrlcal

cha_ge on the exterior of conducting and Insulating surfaces and within exposed

dielectric mater_Lals (ref. I).

ThLs naturally occurring phenomenon, known as spacecraft charging, can ad-
versely affect normal system performance in a number Of ways. For example, the

resultlag local external static fields can interfere wlth the operation of electric-

fleld-sensltive instruments and cause the reattractlon and deposition of contami-

nants on critical thermal control, solar array, and other optical surfaces. More

serious effects can occur if the electric fields between adjacent surfaces or within "

- dielectric materials become large enough to produce electrical breakdowns (teE. 2).

The electric currents produced by these rapid changes in charge distribution can
cause local physical damage to external thermo-optlcal surfaces and radiate\

electromagnetic signals of sufficient amplitude to upset or possibly damage onboard

electronlc systems.

Over the past decade, a substantial effort has been made to increase the avail-

able knowledge relating to the causes and effects of spacecraft charging, and the
results of numerous theoretical studies, laboratory tests, computer slmulatlons, and

limited In-orblt_ measurements have been publlshed. Unfortunately, the combination
o£ interactions between actual operational spacecraft and the real space environment

Is toc complex to predict accurately or explain many observed or suspected in-orblt

spacecraft responses, with confidence, using presently available technlques.

The work described here was sponsored by the Defense Nuclear Agency
under RDT&E RMSS Code B3230 81466 G37LAXYX 00020 H2590D, Contract

;; NA001-81-C-0267.
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To date, labo:a_ory slmulatlon¢ of _he charging and elec_rica_l-breakdown char-
acteristics o£ typical, spacecraft ma_eri_ls have been performed, by most agencies,
u_£ng conventional monoenergetic, therm_ntc (ho_-filament) electron sOur_ces to
simulatothe lower-energy (less than 40 keY), geosynchronous-orbl_ e_on environ-
meat •

Although ther_uiouic sources are ideal fo_ many applications, in general they
exhibit several practical disadvantages for spacecraft cha_ging studies, inc_tuding:

• Cathode contamination--Most thermionie cathodes are readily contaminated by
outgassing products from realistic spacecraft maCcr_tal teSt samples.

• Poor beam uniformity--AChieving a large diameter beam with uniform current
.... , density is difficult.

• Limited beam diameter at close range--Expanding the beam from most thermi-
Onic sources to cover a large area sample at close range is also difficult.

Interdependent beam characteristics--In particular, in a simple system,
changing the beam current density or profile requires a complex electro-
statJ_ lens systen and a readjustment of lens and grid voltages.

• Filament illumination--Yn some experiments, undesirable optical radiation from
the heated cathode can alter the responses of the test-sample materials.

_i Several years ago, SRI International de_eloped an alternative type of electron
_ source, based on the multipactor phenomenon, for use in spacecraft charging studies

-_ (ref. 3,4). Although this basic source, shown schematically in-Figure 1, also
_ produces a monoenerglc electron beam, it eliminated many of the disadvantages of
-_ Conventional therm£onic systems.

Many independent studies of the charging and discharging properties of space-
craft materials have been performed using monoene_getlc electron sources. Although

J the results of these independent laboratory tests have agreed reasonably well, a
:, number of discrepancies appeared between the test results and actu_l In-orblt obser-

vations of electrical charging and discharge occurrences on operational spacecraft.

_. For example, SRI International discharge detection instrumentation on a DSP satel......
llte and on the P78-2 (SCATItA)satellite (along with a full complement of other ..
Spacecraft-charglng instruments), has indicated that electrical discharges (and, in
some cases, resulting spacecraft anomalies) occur at times when they would not be

• expected accorctlngto the results of laboratory tests. This is not altogether
surprising, however, since the theory of dielectric charging predicts that the exact

-_ profiles of the internal charge _istributlons and, therefore, the magnitudes of the
internal electric fields are determined by the details of the incident electron
energy distribution (ref. 5).

_. Mater.Lalcharging tests performed using two separate monoenergetic electron
guns at different energies have confirmed that, with just two discrete energies, the
test results differ significantly from those obtained using a slngle-energy source
(ref. 6,7).

The primary objective of the laboratory research program discussed herein has
been to develop a practical prototype, continuous-spectrum, multienergy electron
_ource to simulate more precisely a significant portion of the lower-energy in-orbit
electron environment. The results of this work are described below.
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_=r BASIC P_LTIENERGY ELEffrRON SOURCE CONCEPT

t

i I£_ beam of electrons having an energy of a few tens of key strikes a _Ick
metal target, a portlon of the beam (-10-20Z) wltl be backscattered. The remalnJng._

! electrons NIII to vat lens distances within the materlal before t,eing
penetra*c

stop_ed, lI instead, the target is a sufLtcient_Ly thin foil, some Of tie electrons
will pa_s completely through tile foil and emerge with reduced energies. This pheno-

L menon has been used to modify the monocnergetic multipaetor electron gun to prodt_ce
_: a con_nuous multienerBy beam.

_:,. Many thooretical and experlmentaZ transmission of
studies havebeen made o_ tim

electrons through thin metal films (e.g., ref. 8-14). Figure 2 shows typical energy
distributions of electrons transmitted through various thicknesses of aluminum and

_: gold films with an incident electron beam energy eL approximately 20 keV. For the

I: illustrated range of film thicknesses, each of the transmitted electrons is likely tohave lost some of its energy within the film through numerous Scattering events. As
_,. expected, for a given material, the total energy loss per electron, as well as the
If::' percentage o£ incident electrons totally lOst within the film, increases in thicker

ii_ films as a result of., statistically greater number of scattering events.

_. Results similar to those in Figure 2 were obtalned in a series of tests at
SRI. In these test_, small samples of 0.7_-, I-.and 2-tan thick aZuminum films were

i mounted across a 50-mm-dlameter aperture in a large aluminum plate which replacedthe outer accelerating grid of the monoenergetlc multlpactor source. A simple

_: standard type of retarding potential analyzer consisting of three wlre-mesh grids
_, within a cyllndr_Lca! FaXaday cup was used-to measure the electron energy s_ectva.

_: Figure 3 shows a few examples of "typical" electron energy distributions
i::\: measured under various conditions in geosynchronous orbit (ref. 15). The top curve
*_ in this figure is the expected maximum. In these examples, the in-orblt electron

,_ current density decreases monotonically and quite rapidly with increasing energy.
_ In contrast, the electron currents of Figure 2, produced by scattering through foils

of uniform thickness, increase to a maximum at an energy somewhat below the incident

J ,,

:_. beam energy (Eo) and then decrease more rapidly to an Immeasureably low level at or

_!. below Eo.

% Fortunately, this difference in spectral form can be overcome, to a large
t extent, by using a specially prepared composite fell as illustrated in Figure 4.

,_ The first composite foils of this type were prepared in steps by vapor deposition of
gold through appropriate masks onto commercially available alumlnu_ film substrates.

:': The foil illustrated in Figure 4, though not drawn to scale, combined _tth the

j spectra in Figure 2, can be used to explain qualitatively the basic composlte-foll
concept as follows. The portion of a 20-keV incident beam that passes through the

substrate alone will emerge with an energy distribution as shown in the 0.74-

-, tun_?ectrum in Figure 2a. The portion that passes through only One gold layer will
enter the substrate with approximately the O,28-um spectrum in Figure 2b and will

emerge with its electron energies further reduced, thus ='filllng-ln" a lower energy
_ range in the total composite spectrum. Electrons passing through both gold layers

as well as the substrate will obviously emerge wlth even lower energies,

It is, in this way, possible to "tailor** the overall character of the output
energy spectrum through an appropriate choice of patterns and thicknesses of addi-

_:_ tlonal metal layers on the composite foil. Since the transmitted current density is
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Significantly lower through the thicker metal layers, the production of a r_elatively
flat or monotonically decreasing output energy _pectrum requtre_ ghat the thicker
me[alize_layern cover a larger relative pereer_g_ of the total, foil axea.--

A nmjo_ulvantage of the multieu_vgy beam production technique de_cribed above
18 that the composite foiL £a a totally passive device, and there[ore, no major
modiftc.ationa of the-monoenergettc electron source, other tliaw molmtlng the fo_l
actress the exit aperture, are requir_ed for multieuergy operation. Ia addition, the
energy spectrum of the 8ource can be readily changed by physically interchanging
foils, and, within a certaLn range, the energy o£ the overall _pe_trum dan te
shifted up or down by changing _he energy of the incident beam. The source can o,18o
easily be converte4 lot single-energy operation simply by replacing the eompo_ito
foiL-assembly with a staadar_-_tre_megh accelcra_tn8 grid.

The successful reeults obtained in initial, _mall-scale tests of tlze composite
foil concept formed a promising basis for the development, On this program, of a
more practical, larger-beam-area, multienergy electron gun system. To accomplish
this effort, however, it was necessary to devise new techniques for fabricating and
mounting the composite foils.

For example, t_ produce a broad output energy spectrum, a significant fraction
of the input beam energy must be absorbed by the foil. Since metal films are rela-
tively poor thermal radiators, the resulting heat is removed mainly by conduction to
the mounti_ plate at the fo£1 edges.

In initial tests with a 20-key incident beam energy, composite foils mounted
across a 50-mm-diamete_ aperture performed satisfactorily with output current den_
sities of 10 hA/am 2 but were readily damaged by excessive heating with current
densities 2 to 3 times higher. This problem was subsequently solved by mounting the
composite foils between pairs of 0.06-in.-thick perforated aluminum plates that act
as heat-sinks for the absorbed power. The holes in these plates are small enough
(O.19-in.-cLtameter) to allow sufficient heat conduction from the unsupported foil
areas, and numerous enough (0.25 in. betwee_ centers) to provide a 53_ exposed foil
area when properly aligned. With this mounting arrangement, it became possible to
increase the overall transmitted current density by at least a factor of five, with
no detectable foil damage. In addition, the protection and support provided by •
these mounting plates makes handling and installation of the foils considerably
easier. .......

It was originally planned that larger area aluminum foils of this same thick-
ness (0.75 tan) would be used as the basic composite foil substrate. However, upon
Careful examination, each of the available unused 50- and 75-mm-square foils was
found to contain a number of small pinholes. Subsequent discussions with the manu-
facturer of these foils, and with another foil supplier, indicated that it is not
practical to produce such "large-are_' foils of this thickness that are pinhole-
free. These pinholes, if not covered by the mounting plates, would allow some
uncontrollable, small portion of the incident beam to pass through the foil with
little or no reduction in current density or energy.

As a result of this discovery, the electron transmission properties Of several
alternative thin-film materials, known to be available in larger-area sheets, were
measured in an attempt to identify a more suitable pinhole-free substrate material.
These measurements were made using a scanning electron microscope (gEM) with incident
beam energies ranging from 20 to 40 keV. With this instrument it was possible both
to measure total electron transmission ratios and to examine the material samples
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for pinhnleg. It wa_ quickly dereranlned tha_ the avallablo pure metai foils that
were thick enough t,o he pinhole-fr_.e were too tllLCk to transmit tile required o.lOC-
t_on currents. However, the materials tea_ed also lnelnded several thicknesses of
KapLon, Teflon, and. Mylar films with thin aluminum, gold, or _llve_ coatings or one or
both sldes. Several of tl:ose materLal_, normally manufactured for um_ as theranal _
control-sux_a_s on spacecraft, _;re found to transmit a reasonable f_ae, tion of the
ittcident beam current. In addJ.tion, these ma_ertals are available in large nheet_
and _re considerably leas expensive and easier t_) I_lndle than-.the previou_ly em_,
played thin metal foils.

i

I

The transmission measurements obtained, with polymer= samples having metall-t- ,i
zatiou on one side only were not as repeatable as those obtained with similar
samples metallized on both sides. Ti_is effect is most probably due to variations iu
the internal and external electric fields produced by the buildup of charge on and
within tim exposed dielectr_c surface. Furtlter tests were therefore confined tO
polymer films with both sides metallized, since both of the outer metal layers Can
then be electrlcaily grounded to eliminate external electric fields. It is also
likely that the additional thermally conductive path provided by the second metal-

.: llzed surface increases tlm foILLs power-handllng ability.

...... Of the materials tested, Teflon was found to be the most susceptible to thermal
_- damage. Mylar films performed somewhat better, with transmission efficienctes of up
i to 70Z in a 30-key incident beam, but suffered tncreasing thermal degradation during

.. relatively short periods of operation witb_input current densities of a few _A/cm2
j

• The candidate substrate m_terlals _Iso included 7.5-_n- thick alumlnum-cOated
=_._ and 12.7-,m- thick gold-coated Kapton foils. The metal layer on each slde of these
' foils was approximately 100 ms thick. In a 3Z-keY beam, these mater.ialstransmitted

507.and 25Z, respectively, of the 20-_A/cm2 incident beam current with no noticeable
damage.

Doubly aluminized 7.5-_m Kapton film was selected as the most appropriate
composite-foil substrate material for the final tests on this program, due both to

- its higher electron transmission efficiency and because it is less expensive and
more readily a_ai!able than gold-coated Kapton film. '_

The final composlte-foil configuration developed on thls program is illustrated
in Figure 5. This figure (not drawn to scale) shows the pair of polished aluminum
mounting plates that serve as a heat sink for the beam power absorbed by the foil.

The actual metalllzatlou pattern, which differs from the pattern in Figure 5,
was formed by depositing pairs of almost completely overlapping lO-mm-wlde, 0.2-t_n-
thick silver stripes on a 12-cm-square aluminized Kapton substrate, wlth approxi-
mately l-mm gaps between each palr of overlapping stripes. This pattern results
in 0.4-_m and-0.2-Urnsilver layers covering approximately 75_.and 17_, respectively,
of the total foil _rea, titus leaving approximately 8Z of the aluminized substrate
exposed •

The measured electron energy spectrum produced by this particular composite
foil is shown in Figure 6. A 'ityptcal" electron energy spectrum measured during a
geomagnetic substorm by the ATS-5 spacecraft In synchronous orbit (ref. 16) is also
shown in this figure, for comparison. Since, with an incident electron beam energy
of 33 keV, the overall transmission efficiency of this composite fell Is approxi-
mately 4Z, an input current density of 250 nA/cm2 Is required to produce a total

, output current density of I0 nA/cm 2.
e
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The largest Snbstrate foli Size that could be conveniently processed in the
vapor depoaitiom system available for use on this program wan a 12-cm aqoare, As a
remdt.. [he +mximum exit dAameter of the _Ultlenergy beam was limited to approgi-

_:- mutely tO era, The aluminized-Kaptom film used as the auhstrate, haweve_, ls rou-
tinely manufactured in !00,_ft rolls, with wid_lm of up-to-3 ft-, For moat practical

- applications, the multl_mergy beam diameter In therefore ilml.ted mal.nly by the.-'_.ize
.: and total eurrc_t capacity of the input current sotzre¢_

(35-,cm dlameter i_ the present system) and by the maxtmu_n uaable dt, measlon_,_ of the

i_ metal depanl_.lon ayfltom used to fabrAcate the composite foil.

' CONCLUS[ON

The sltnulation of the medium energy (-1 to 40 keV) portion of tim gcosyncltro-
nous orbit electron environment fo_ material and spacecraft testin8 requires a

i relatively large-area, uniform electron beam with a total current density, at the
.... test object, o£ l0 nA/cm 2 or leas and, if possible, a realistic distribution of

: . electron energies. This program has resulted in the design and con.=truction of an
_. . electron source that meetS these requirements.

r-.

_, When operated in a mOnoenergetic mode, this source produces exit current densi-
ties Of up to 2.0 #A/cm 2 at beam energies up to 40 keV. A control grid permits

-_: adjustment of the beam current density over a range from 20 pA/cm 2 to less

i _i.• than 0,1 m_/cm 2 •

;_._,.. In comparison with other types of electron sources used for spacecraft charging

i_ i!, studies, the multipactor source is physically Simple and easy to fabricate, produces
_ mlnim_l electric fields, and is less susceptible to cathode contamination.

_- In addition, the basic monoenergetlc multlpactor source produces a large-area
t-

_ electron beam directly, without complex electrostatic lenses, so that the beam

_ characteristics are relatively independent of accelerating voltage.

The major achievement of this program is the further development of the compos-

ite scattering fell technique for converting a monoenergetlc electron beam to one
'" containing a continuous, broad range of electron energies. ..

_: The electron energy spectrum in Figure 6 is just one example of a wide range of
spectra that could be obtained using other fell configurations. The illustrated

.... spectrum was produced with an incident 33-key monoenergetlc beam. For a given foil,

[_'..... the overall OUtput energy range can, to some extent, be shifted up or down by chang- i
i_ lug the input beam ener_gy. {

The total output beam current density (i.e., integrated over the entire energy

spectrum) is determined by the £oii characteristics and by the energy and current
density of the input beam. Since a large percentage of the incident beam power is

absorbed by the foil, the maximum practical output current density is limited by the

ability of the fell and its mounting to dissipate heat. Nith the present foil-

mounting configuration, continuous operation for several hours with an output cur-
rent density of _0 nA/cm 2 produced no noticeable fell damage.

The basic monoenergetlc multlpactor source is ideally suited for conversion to

multlenergy operation, since the composlte-foll assembly can be mounted directly

across the large-area exit aperture, thus forming a single compact unit. In prtn-
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'++ C|Jpl_, howOver, the compoml_e-foil _echniqu¢ could be used W+Ch a ¢onv_u[iOOal
!_ Chermlanic e!ectron, source hy moun_lng the foil assemb!y a_ an appropriar.c dt_tan_
i_/,,, from the. source in the divcr.ging monoenergotte he.am.

:'_'' SUGGESTEDAPPLICATION$ AND FURTHER = _ " ' '" J
i:_'' BEVLLOPMI_'N_ I

:_-' The bos_c monoenerge_tc mul.tipac_or el, cotton source ca,. _,_ used in pla:_:_ rj a i
i_,. cOnVentional thermionic source .tn singl_.-.energy, matertal_ea_rglng st.udles ,,:_,_ _.t_ !
L',_ support Of Simpl:, fi¢_ analytical and modeling efforts, The large-area, col:t::*:_x,_ted ,
:_:i.. electron beam produced at the exit aperture makes i_ possible to irradiate r,,,_:,-_.-.
=., tlvely large targets at short range in a small vaCuma chombe_ test facility. ,_

:- Although the present source produces a beam of circular cross-section for

i:, special applications, it is possible to change the shape of the output beam by
i _:!*: placing a mask over the exit aperture or by fabricating a similar system with a _

nonCyl£ndr_cal geometry. Because o£ the overall mechanical and electrtcai simpli-

,. ,- city Of the multipactOr electron source co_'_c,..pt,ma:_ydesign configurations are [.... possible and can be fabricated using readily availaLle, basic sltopmaterials.

_.- Earlier experiments at SRI indicate that, ./,x.,_,_,_omesimple modificatlon_, it
:-=' should be possible to convert the bas__ ,_ult:" )_:¢'.or system from an electron source I
i_,, to an ion source. In these expet't,_'4<. ' - nitrogm gas was i_Jected at a low rate
!_ii' into the muLtlpactor reglo_,,!_,_'_.'_o_zhe cathode plates. Th_ gas was thereby ionized
:=,:_ by multipl_ collisions wltl__he oscillating electron cloud, attdthe resulting posi-
! !'.' rive ions were extracted by ,eversing the polarity Of the high-voltage accelerating
_;_: power supply. Although few quantitative measurements were made in these early
i"_:'_ tests, it appears that, with some further devel_pment, the basic multipactor system
'_: could serve as a practical source of both ions and electrons. In addition to its
-:. usefulness in spacecraft charging studies, the multfpactor electron or ion source
... may have applications in a variety of material-processing applications. _:

_-_ The development of the continuous multlenergy electron beam generation tech-
: nique is a major advance in our ability to simulate more realistically the lower.-
v:- energy, /n-orblt electron environment. The results of future materlals-charglng
., tests using this multlenergy source should significantly improve our understanding
_- of actual In-orblt charging processes attdshould resolve some Of the discrepancies
_,. between p_edlcted and observed spacecraft materials performance.

{-.
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Figure I. - Presentmultipactorelectronsource (schematic).
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Figure 2. - Energy distributions of electrons transmitted through thin metal
films.
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:, Figure 3. - Typical geosynchronous electron current densities.
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Figure 4. - Composite-foil concept.
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Figure 6, - In-orbit and simulated electron spectra.
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